
Park Double Sprint Series 2021 

Stadt Moers Park, Whiston 

Thursday, 12th August 

This is one of a series of evening events to be held this summer. The events are being kept 

simple deliberately to allow us to cope with the changing COVID situation. 

Venue 

Stadt Moers Park, Paradise Lane car park (SJ466908, L35 3RY). Brown signs from the 

roundabout at the M57/M62 junction. 

Car-parking is free. 

Toilets 

None. 

Event Timings 

 Start:  first run to start 18.00 – 18.45 (including Yellow) 

 Start closes: 19.30 

 Courses close:  19.45 

Courses 

Yellow (1.8km) 

Sprint (2 x 2.0km) 

Map 

1:4000, ISSOM2007 symbols 

Punching 

SI contactless punching will be enabled. Please avoid touching the SI boxes. 

Terrain 

Typical country park. Wear off-road trainers or O-shoes. Vegetation mapped for winter 

conditions: undergrowth is currently high, such that you will choose to stick to paths and solid 

yellow. In other words, you won’t be going through any undergrowth! 

Special Arrangements for the Sprint Class 

[NB: this only applies to the sprint classes: Yellow will be as normal] 

Each class involves two sprint courses, each planned for a fastest time of the order of 10 

minutes, with a ‘time out’ (like you would have for a road crossing, but without a maximum 



time set) between the two. The courses can be run in either order. The overall result depends 

on the total time; download only once, after the second course. 

Arriving at the start, you join the queue (if there is one) for your class, keeping 2m apart. 

Clear and check at the head of the queue. A clock will be running, just to help you keep 

yourselves a minute apart: when the minute changes, punch ‘start’ and pick up a map (‘Odd’ 

if starting on an odd minute, ‘Even’ if an even minute, to help spread people out – though it’s 

not a problem if you pick the wrong one). 

At the end of your first course, punch ‘finish’. Do not go to download. 

When ready to run your second course, rejoin the queue. This time, you MUST NOT clear 

and check (otherwise you will wipe out your first run). Don’t bother waiting for an odd/even 

time – just take the next available time. When you start, punch the start, take the map for the 

other course and go. The time-out is from the finish of the first stage until the start of the 

second. 

At the end of your course, punch ‘finish’, wait until your breathing returns to normal then 

download. 

Pictorial descriptions, on the map only (no loose descriptions); number and code next to 

circles on maps.  

There is no maximum time for the ‘time out’ between your runs: this is to allow parents looking 

after children to alternate their runs. 

Although there will be an official at the start/finish to answer questions, it will be up to you to 

start yourself. 

 

Entries 

Pre-entry only, to be received by 06:00 on Wednesday 11th August. Use the entry form 

attached to this email. 

No entry fee: all costs are being covered from club funds. 

 

SI Boxes 

We have been asked to circulate this latest message from our SI supremo. 

Combatting the commercial results manipulators has proved more difficult than anticipated, 

and has necessitated a significant hardware upgrade to allow code hopping to be introduced. 

Henceforth, the control boxes must be synchronised by the SI Coordinator. The internal code 

of each box will be set to change at random intervals through the event; the look-up table of 

codes and times will be used at download by SiTiming to check that each control has the 

correct code for the time at which it was visited. 

SI Coordinators need to remember to keep a back-up of the look-up table – we do not want 

a repeat of last month’s Eaton Park fiasco (Jon Hateley is still complaining that he was 

personally victimised, even though every other competitor was also disqualified). 


